ASSOC. PROF. TOMASZ TASIEMSKI, PhD (PhD degree 1997, post-doctoral degree 2008) works as a Director of the Department of Sports for People with Disabilities at the University School of Physical Education in Poznań, Poland. He also works at the College of Education and Therapy in Poznań.

In 1990 he had an accident, resulting in a spinal cord injury (SCI), and since then his research and private interests have been related to rehabilitation and sports in people with SCI with special focus on the Active Rehabilitation Programme.

He has conducted a number of the Active Rehabilitation workshops and camps in Asian (Vietnam, Nepal, India, Thailand, Malaysia) and African (Zimbabwe and Uganda) countries. He is an author or co-author of many scientific publications, three handbooks and one scientific monograph.

Since 2003 he also works for the European Commission in Brussels as an expert evaluating scientific proposals submitted within European Union Framework Programmes. He was recipient of a British Council scholarship in the UK (1998-1999) and held two Marie Curie individual research grants from the European Commission in Brussels, Belgium (2001-2003 in the UK; 2004-2005 in Poland).

He is a member of the International Spinal Cord Society (ISCoS) and the Multidisciplinary Association of Spinal Cord Injury Professionals (MASCIP). He was awarded the Silver Cross of Merit by the President of Poland (2006), the National Education Committee Medal for outstanding contribution to education (2000), and Honorary Professor Wiktor Dega Medal for activities for people with disabilities (2000).

INTERNATIONAL WHEELCHAIR SKILLS CERTIFICATION WORKSHOP FOR SPINAL CORD INJURY 2016

WHO SHOULD ATTEND?

“Rehab practitioner who wants to ensure in delivering the best care for spinal cord injury patients and healthcare professionals seeking answers for managing spinal cord injury patients”

WORKSHOP FEE

- **International participants:**
  - Early bird (before 31st May 2016): RM 3500.00
  - Late bird: RM 3800.00

- **MPA, MOTA, MyDIMA member:**
  - Early bird (before 31st May 2016): RM2500.00
  - Late bird: RM 2800.00

- **Non-mpa, MOTA MyDIMA member:**
  - Early bird (before 31st May 2016): RM 3000.00
  - Late bird: RM 3300.00

Fees including meals (tea-break, lunch and hi-tea) without accommodation. Certificate and CPD points from MPA, MOTA, and MyDIMA are available.

SAVE THE DATE!!

18 July – 23 July 2016

WHERE?

SOCso Rehabilitation Centre, Malacca, Malaysia

For more details:
Please contact us at workshop@rehabmalaysia.com or call us at:
+6012-6147164 (Emy Baizura - Registration)
+6012-2172359 (Norhayati – Program)
Please visit us at:
http://www.mydima.org/
http://rehab.perkeso.gov.my/